Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS‐CoV) triggered a major human pandemic in 2002--2003 (Cheng et al. [2007](#evo14080-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Similar beta‐coronaviruses are endemic to horseshoe bat populations (Hu et al. [2017](#evo14080-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), and another outbreak appeared to be inevitable at the time (Cheng et al. [2007](#evo14080-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, with the emergence of SARS‐CoV‐2, a second pandemic, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19), is now well underway. SARS‐CoV and SARS‐CoV‐2 show about 80% similarity in their genomes (Lu et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), corresponding to substantial diversity of these viruses in bat populations (Hu et al. [2017](#evo14080-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Cui et al. [2019](#evo14080-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Lu et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Despite this background, little attention has been given to the potential for SARS‐CoV‐2 to evolve in human populations and the implications of such evolution for public health measures. Based on multilevel selection theory, we outline the potential course of evolution of SARS‐CoV‐2, preliminary data supporting this hypothesis, and the relevance of this knowledge to predictive models, public health practice, and policies.

A Multilevel Perspective {#evo14080-sec-0020}
========================

Since the time of Darwin, biologists have recognized that selection can operate at more than one level (Wilson and Wilson [2007](#evo14080-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). The multilevel view is often conceptualized as "individuals" (which may be multicellular organisms) and "groups of individuals." Selection can favor traits that confer fitness at the individual level, or at the group level, or both. Conflicts between levels of selection---when selection favors a different trait at the lower level than at the higher---can also occur. Hypotheses that many traits evolved for the "good of the group" (e.g., Wynne‐Edwards [1962](#evo14080-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) led to a careful examination of these evolutionary conflicts. Indeed, a strong consensus emerged that individual‐level selection will overwhelm group selection under most circumstances (Williams [1966](#evo14080-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). When genetic relatives comprise groups, cooperation could be favored, but such kin selection was viewed as distinct from group selection (Hamilton [1964](#evo14080-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

Further considerations of individual and group selection were stimulated by the Price equation (Price [1972](#evo14080-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), which describes selection at multiple hierarchical levels and "provides an ideal framework for addressing philosophical questions about the levels of selection" (Okasha [2006](#evo14080-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Based on the Price equation, Shelton and Michod ([2020](#evo14080-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that several types of selection should be considered in a group‐structured population (e.g., within‐group individual selection, between‐group selection, and global individual selection). When a pathogen infects a host population, selection on the pathogen can be conceptualized as within‐host individual selection, between‐host group selection, and global individual selection. If the host population itself exhibits group structure, an additional level, between‐host‐group selection, may also be important.

The history of life provides the greatest opportunity for the application of multilevel selection, a theme developed in several paradigm‐shifting works (Buss [1987](#evo14080-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry [1995](#evo14080-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Michod [1999](#evo14080-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). From this perspective biological "individuals" such as chromosomes, cells, and multicellular organisms were derived by the banding together of lower‐level units. Selection on these groups of lower‐level units, which may have been kin, emerged during evolutionary transitions in individuality (Szathmáry [2015](#evo14080-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Further, much of modern biology may reflect ancient mechanisms of conflict mediation that facilitated these transitions (Blackstone [1995](#evo14080-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Radzvilavicius and Blackstone [2018](#evo14080-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, the question is not whether between‐group selection can overcome within‐group individual selection, but when and under what circumstances.

A structured population provides circumstances that favor between‐group selection, as suggested in the epigraph (Luo [2014](#evo14080-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) for a viral pathogen. In a single, large population of pathogens, for instance those within a single host, the fastest replicator(s) will inexorably come to predominate if replication rate is heritable. Since pathogens typically infect multiple hosts, however, a group‐structured population results, that is, a population divided into groups of pathogens within host individuals. These groups may be products of single infections and hence clonal except for mutational variation, or products of multiple infections, with greater diversity leading to greater within‐host competition and the possibility of recombination. If transmission of the pathogen between hosts is rapid, population structure essentially disappears, and selection again favors the fastest replicator(s). In other words, rapid transmission diminishes between‐host selection relative to within‐host selection. However, if transmission is slow (for instance, because of host behavior), between‐host selection on pathogens is potentiated. As described in the epigraph (Luo [2014](#evo14080-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), if a pathogen strain replicates too rapidly, transmission might not occur before the host is debilitated. Fast‐replicating pathogen strains may thus face extinction. Slow‐replicating strains that cause mild or inapparent disease may allow a longer window of transmission and persist in the host population.

Multilevel selection certainly does not rule out selection on viral traits other than replication and transmission, as discussed below. Likely, replication and transmission rates will be central to within‐ and between‐group selection, but other traits (e.g., host switching) may be the target of global individual selection. Also, levels of selection above that of the host may be of consequence. Of particular relevance to the current pandemic, human hosts themselves exist in group‐structured populations. Households, family gatherings, and other social groups play an outsized role in transmission of SARS‐CoV‐2 (e.g., Ghinai et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Such host population structure complicates the use of simple statistics (e.g., reproductive number, R; Cobey [2020](#evo14080-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) to describe the pandemic. Calculations of R are most informative when hosts approximate a uniform distribution, and R values are unimodal. This is unlikely to be the case with SARS‐CoV‐2 (Fig. [1](#evo14080-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Host population structure thus introduces a third level of selection---between host groups. In some cases (e.g., households, family gatherings), these may be kin groups, but in others (e.g., nursing homes), they clearly are not. While this is a very simple summary of what can be very complex evolutionary dynamics (e.g., Loverdo et al. [2012](#evo14080-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), it provides a useful starting point for evolutionary inference.

![Two populations of hosts, represented by circles, in which reproductive number R = 1. In (A), the host individuals exhibit roughly uniform dispersion, producing a unimodal distribution of R values with a mean of 1. In (B), host individuals are clumped, producing a bimodal distribution of R values (transmission within host groups is much faster than between groups) also with a mean of 1. In the SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic, (B) is more likely than (A), given that households, family gatherings, and other groups (e.g., nursing homes) accelerate transmission.](EVO-9999-na-g001){#evo14080-fig-0001}

Variation in SARS‐CoV‐2 {#evo14080-sec-0030}
=======================

Without heritable variation, there can be no evolution. SARS‐CoV‐2 appears to be a remarkably stable retrovirus, with a mutation rate approximately 10^−6^ per nucleotide per replication cycle likely because of proof‐reading mechanisms (Bar‐on et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Nevertheless, even with a low mutation rate, the extensive replication of this virus in human populations suggests that considerable variation has been produced. Indeed, some preliminary data support this hypothesis (Korber et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Lorenzo‐Redondo et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Su et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Tang et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Focusing on the trimeric Spike protein, Korber et al. ([2020](#evo14080-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that certain genetic variants or strains are rapidly and repeatedly replacing the initial SARS‐CoV‐2 strains worldwide. Possibly, there is variation in pathogenicity that responds to human containment measures or lack thereof (Tang et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, Lorenzo‐Redondo et al. ([2020](#evo14080-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that a Chicago strain has significantly lower viral loads than a New York strain, which may reflect the unusually rapid transmission that occurred in New York early in the pandemic (see below). Interestingly, some of these data suggest parallel evolution to that seen previously in SARS‐CoV, involving nucleotide deletions that temper replication rate (Su et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Earlier studies of the closely related SARS‐CoV (Fig. [2](#evo14080-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) suggest that in animal hosts and in the initial human patients, *orf8ab* produced a single protein but that in some later human patients, a 29‐nucleotide deletion occurred and divided the product into two proteins (Keng et al. [2006](#evo14080-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). One of these proteins appeared to downregulate replication, thus implying that as the pandemic proceeded, slower replication may have been favored under some conditions (Keng et al. [2006](#evo14080-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Considerably more data on both variation in SARS‐CoV‐2 and the functional implications of this variation will no doubt be forthcoming. At this point, however, it appears that SARS‐CoV‐2 may be evolving as the multilevel theory predicts.

![A simplified schematic of the phylogeny of the SARS‐CoV‐related coronaviruses. "SARS‐CoV‐related coronaviruses" is used to describe the clade that includes both the SARS‐CoV and the SARS‐CoV‐2 clades and related coronaviruses, but not more distantly related ones such as MERS‐CoV (Lu et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Within this clade, each branch tip can be considered a strain; for an accurate representation of this diversity, see for instance Lam et al. ([2020](#evo14080-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}).](EVO-9999-na-g002){#evo14080-fig-0002}

An Evolutionary Scenario {#evo14080-sec-0040}
========================

SARS‐CoV‐related coronaviruses (Fig. [2](#evo14080-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) have been evolving in bat and perhaps other animal populations for some time. Driven by global individual selection (Shelton and Michod [2020](#evo14080-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), a strain can jump to human hosts, and this has occurred to produce SARS‐CoV and SARS‐CoV‐2. While to date the data are fragmentary and inconclusive, the following scenario remains plausible for the latter. During the initial outbreak, mutational variation accumulated. Rapid between‐host transmission favored the strains that replicated the fastest, and these tended to be more pathogenic. Slower replicating and less pathogenic strains were present in the population but were not favored as long as the opportunity for between‐host transmission in the population was high (e.g., crowding and other behavioral factors). Likely, a variety of strains spread globally. In human populations, the condition of the host influenced the effects of the strains, but there was a tendency for less pathogenic strains to cause mild or inapparent infections while more virulent strains caused more severe clinical disease. The policy response across the globe has been to institute mechanisms of diagnosis, isolation, and to limit person‐to‐person spread through social distancing. These conditions favored the less pathogenic, slower replicating strains. Nevertheless, under conditions that allowed rapid person‐to‐person transmission, the more pathogenic strains persisted and perhaps even proliferated.

This scenario is complicated by the structure of human populations noted above (Fig. [1](#evo14080-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Human society is not a uniform dispersion of individuals, but a series of overlapping and interacting groups of individuals (e.g., households, family gatherings, nursing homes). SARS‐CoV‐2 spreads rapidly, almost inexorably, within these groups (e.g., Ghinai et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Certainly, such rapid transmission will do little to hinder pathogenic strains. The key then to diminishing viral pathogenicity is slowing the transmission between these host groups. In terms of selection, these host groups may thus constitute the most relevant higher‐level unit.

Predictions {#evo14080-sec-0050}
===========

Evolution is as close to a general theory of biology as there is. The value of any theory is that it allows predictions, which may or may not be supported by subsequent data. Based on selection acting at several levels as well as other evolutionary processes, these predictions include:

RAPID TRANSMISSION AND DISEASE SEVERITY {#evo14080-sec-0060}
---------------------------------------

High levels of population density, multigenerational homes, reliance on mass transit, and other factors that are often related to poverty create the circumstances that facilitate rapid transmission by bringing large numbers of people into close, continuous contact. Multilevel selection suggests that this favors the most pathogenic strains and predicts more severe disease and a high case fatality in populations where crowding, for any reason, occurs. Given the available data, case fatality can be difficult to estimate due to inaccuracies in both numerators and denominators (Ioannidis [2020a](#evo14080-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [b](#evo14080-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Nevertheless, areas such as New York City that exhibit a confluence of these circumstances also showed high population‐based mortality rates early in the pandemic (Baker [2020](#evo14080-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Conversely, as transmission rates slowed, less pathogenic strains may have been favored, and disease severity may have decreased. Controlling for confounding variables, Flacco et al. ([2020](#evo14080-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that this occurred in Italy from March to April, although they attribute this effect to improved health care.

HOSPITAL‐ACQUIRED INFECTIONS MAY LEAD TO SEVERE CASES {#evo14080-sec-0070}
-----------------------------------------------------

Anecdotal evidence suggests that health care workers may have a greater risk of developing severe illness despite their relatively younger age and better health then the general population (Glaser [2020](#evo14080-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Pathogenic strains that evolve in areas subject to high transmission rates and cause severe illness will of course be concentrated in hospitals. Healthy health care workers that are routinely exposed to these pathogenic strains may thus be at greater risk for infection with strains that cause the most severe disease.

THE CASE OF THE DIAMOND PRINCESS {#evo14080-sec-0080}
--------------------------------

Ioannidis ([2020a](#evo14080-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [2020b](#evo14080-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) points out that the cruise ship Diamond Princess provides an opportunity to determine with great precision case fatality ratio for COVID‐19 (1%), which appears much lower than some other calculations would suggest particularly when adjusted for demographics. In evolutionary terms, this may be an example of the "founder effect," in which the cruise ship was colonized by a particular strain or strains of SARS‐CoV‐2, which purely by chance happened to be of relatively low virulence. The result of this contained outbreak was a particularly low case fatality and may not necessarily be representative of mortality associated with other SARS‐CoV‐2 strains that are affecting other areas around the world.

STEALTH OUTBREAKS OF SARS‐COV‐RELATED CORONAVIRUSES {#evo14080-sec-0090}
---------------------------------------------------

Some Asian nations have remarkably low numbers of SARS‐CoV‐2 cases. In part, this reflects public health measures developed during the SARS pandemic (Martin and Khan [2020](#evo14080-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Possibly, other small outbreaks of SARS‐CoV‐related coronaviruses (Fig. [2](#evo14080-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) may have occurred without detection because the symptoms closely resemble influenza. Given the abundance and diversity of these viruses in Asian bat populations (Cheng et al. [2007](#evo14080-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Hu et al. [2017](#evo14080-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Cui et al. [2019](#evo14080-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Lu et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), such outbreaks seem inevitable, and some may even have spread worldwide. Stealth outbreaks may have provided partial immunity in human populations, thus attenuating the clinical response to the SARS‐CoV‐2 in some cases, depending on the strain of the virus. Indeed, SARS‐CoV‐2‐reactive CD4^+^ T cells were detected in 40--60% of unexposed individuals (Grifoni et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), although the authors attribute this to ''common cold'' coronaviruses.

VACCINE DEVELOPMENT {#evo14080-sec-0100}
-------------------

It has long been recognized that immunity to one strain of a pathogen does not confer complete immunity to all strains. For instance, post‐licensure testing of the early pneumococcal vaccines demonstrated lack of efficacy against serotypes not represented in the vaccine (Shapiro et al. [1991](#evo14080-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). The rapidly evolving influenza viruses require that a newly formulated vaccine be developed each year to protect against the most transmittable and most virulent strains present (e.g., Cox and Subbarao [1999](#evo14080-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Ultimately, SARS‐CoV‐2 may behave similarly (Chumakov et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}).

RESISTANCE TO THERAPEUTICS {#evo14080-sec-0110}
--------------------------

Remdesivir, a promising therapeutic, interferes with the action of the viral RNA polymerase by acting as a base‐pair analog (Yin et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). Its action is reminiscent of azidothymidine (AZT), one of the first therapeutics in the HIV pandemic. Strain‐to‐strain variation in HIV in the target reverse transcriptase enzyme led to the rapid evolution of resistance to AZT (e.g., Herron and Freeman [2014](#evo14080-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). If similar variation exists in RNA polymerase in strains of SARS‐CoV‐2, rapid resistance may again result. The evolution of resistance should be considered as therapeutics are being developed. Stimulation of the innate immune response (Chumakov et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) may have advantages in this context.

CASE DETECTION AND CONTACT TRACING {#evo14080-sec-0120}
----------------------------------

The focus on testing mildly symptomatic or asymptomatic individuals is based on the premise that all variation in disease severity is due to characteristics of the host and not to differences in the specific strain of the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus. If, however, as suggested by the multilevel theory variation in clinical disease severity is driven to a significant degree by variation in the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus strains, taking a one‐size‐fits‐all approach to all patients testing positive for a strain of the virus will provide uncertain gain at considerable cost. Testing and tracing contacts of individuals with severe disease would be most likely to identify those at greatest risk of contracting a severe infection. We cannot ignore the mild cases, however, as evolution can continue to occur. If mild strains are rapidly transmitted, they have the potential to evolve and become more pathogenic. In this context, it might be relevant that some less pathogenic strains may evolve by deletions (Keng et al. [2006](#evo14080-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Su et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}), which would be expected to have a very low rate of back‐mutation. This might delay the re‐emergence of pathogenicity in these mild strains.

In conclusion, it is imperative to consider the potential effects of evolution when considering a newly emerged and rapidly evolving pathogen. The SARS‐CoV‐2 is not a single entity. Evolutionary theory provides predictions to guide scientific investigations as well as public health policy. While considerable focus has been on characterizing co‐morbidities of human hosts, equal emphasis should be given to characterizing the variation in the SARS‐CoV‐2. For example, are the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome sequences of infected individuals on the Diamond Princess similar or different from those that circulated in New York City early in the pandemic (cf., Korber et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Lorenzo‐Redondo et al. [2020](#evo14080-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"})? Are more virulent strains now evolving in the explosive increase of cases in the southern and western United States? With accurate sequencing of the virus in individuals, epidemiological studies could determine the distribution of SARS‐CoV‐2 strains across regions of the world and within countries and link that information to infection rates and case fatality on a population level. On a more clinical level, the severity of COVID‐19 presentation could be examined with respect to specific SARS‐CoV‐2 strains and tease apart what proportion of disease severity is related to the strain versus to the characteristics of the host. Evolutionary theory can guide our understanding of the SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic. In doing so, it can provide the basis for rational and effective policy responses to minimize the hazards to health posed by COVD‐19 while not making the response worse than the disease itself. Finally, we should keep in mind that the conditions that produced the SARS‐CoV‐2 pandemic have not changed. As human society occupies more and more of the biosphere, global individual selection (Shelton and Michod [2020](#evo14080-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) increasingly favors parasites that invade human‐related niches---human crops, human livestock, and human beings.
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